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WEA provides evangelical voice 
at World Conservation Congress 

On 4 September, WEA Secretary General Thomas Schirrmacher presented an evangelical 

perspective on conservation of nature and biodiversity to the global community of experts who 

gathered in Marseille, France for the World Conservation Congress 2021. Schirrmacher participated in 

a high-ǼƺɮƺǼ� ȵƏȇƺǼ� ɯǣɎǝ� ȒɎǝƺȸ� ǔƏǣɎǝ� ǼƺƏƳƺȸɀ� Ȓȇ� Ɏǝƺ� ɎȒȵǣƬ� Ȓǔ� �Áǝƺٻ ³ȵǣȸǣɎɖƏǼǣɎɵ� ƏȇƳ� zƏɎɖȸƺ� (ǣƏlogue: 

«ƺɀȵȒȇɀǣƫǣǼǣɎɵً�XȇɀȵǣȸƏɎǣȒȇ�ƏȇƳ� ƺǝƏɮǣȒɖȸ�!ǝƏȇǕƺِټ�Rƺ�ȒɖɎǼǣȇƺƳ�Ə�ɮǣɀǣȒȇ�Ȓǔ�ƬƏȸǣȇǕ�ǔȒȸ�Ɏǝƺ�ƺȇɮǣȸȒȇȅƺȇɎ�
ƫƏɀƺƳ�Ȓȇ�Ɏǝƺ�ƫǣƫǼǣƬƏǼ�ɮǣƺɯ�Ȓǔ�ȅƏȇ�Əɀ�ɀɎƺɯƏȸƳ�Ȓǔ�JȒƳټɀ�ƬȸƺƏɎǣȒȇِ  

The dialogue was organized by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). 

Schirrmacher participated as a representative of the á0ټ�ɀ� ǕǼȒƫƏǼ� ȇƺɎɯȒȸǸ� Ȓǔ� ƺɮƏȇǕƺǼǣƬƏǼɀ� ǣȇ� �בג
countries, speaking alongside Cardinal Peter Turkson, Prefect of the Dicastery for the Promotion of 

Integral Human Development of the Roman Catholic Church. Representatives of Islam, Hinduism, 

Buddhism, and indigenous religions also took part in the discussion. 

³ƬǝǣȸȸȅƏƬǝƺȸ�ɀɎƏɎƺƳ�ɎǝƏɎ�ȵȸƺɀƺȸɮǣȇǕ�JȒƳټɀ�ƬȸƺƏɎǣȒȇ�ǣɀ�Ə�ƬȒȸƺ�ƺǼƺȅƺȇɎ�Ȓǔ�ƺɮƏȇǕƺǼǣƬƏǼ�ƫƺǼǣƺǔً�ȵȒǣȇɎǣȇǕ�
out that in the first chapter of the Bible, God entrusted humans with the responsibility of taking care 

Ȓǔ�Ɏǝƺ�ƺƏȸɎǝ�٢Jƺȇƺɀǣɀٻ�٣ِזא�ًהאي�Áǝǣɀ�ǝƏɀ�ƫƺƺȇ�
and ɯǣǼǼ� ȸƺȅƏǣȇ� Ɏȸɖƺ� ƏȇƳ� ɮƏǼǣƳ� ƏǼɯƏɵɀًټ� ǝƺ�
ɀƏǣƳِ� �ÁǝƺȸƺǔȒȸƺًٻ Ɏǝƺ� ƬǝƏǼǼƺȇǕƺɀ� ȸƺǼƏɎƺƳ� ɎȒ�
climate change can only underscore this 

duty, but they did not create itِټ 

Schirrmacher noted that we have 

acquired extensive knowledge of the earth 

and the environment, but that the 

foundational understanding of the purpose 

of that knowledge has been lost. He 

compared our situation to that of a friend of 

his, who as a boy was given a violin, took it 

apart piece by piece to see every detail of 

how it was made, but was then unable to 

put it back together again and thus never 

ǼƺƏȸȇƺƳ� ɎȒ� ȵǼƏɵ� Ɏǝƺ� ɮǣȒǼǣȇِ� �zƺɮƺȸٻ ƫƺǔȒȸƺ� ǣȇ�
history have we known more about the 

ƳƺɎƏǣǼɀ�Ȓǔ�ȇƏɎɖȸƺ�ɎǝƏȇ�ɯƺ�ǸȇȒɯ�ɎȒƳƏɵ�³ًټƬǝǣȸȸȅƏƬǝƺȸ�ɀɎƏɎƺƳِٻ�áƺ�ǝƏɮƺ�ƬɖɎ�Ɏǝƺ�ɯȒȸǼƳ�ǣȇɎȒ�ȵǣƺƬƺɀ�ȅȒȸƺ�
precisely than anyone in the past. But we have lost sight of the purpose and design of creation because 

ɯƺ�ƳȒ�ȇȒɎ�ɀƺƺ�ǣɎ�Əɀ�JȒƳټɀ�ȵȸƺƬǣȒɖɀ�ƬȸƺƏɎǣȒȇ�ɎǝƏɎ�ɯƏɀ�ƺȇɎȸɖɀɎƺƳ�ɎȒ�ɖɀِټ  

�ɀǸƺƳ�ɯǝɵ� ƺɮƏȇǕƺǼǣƬƏǼɀ� ɀȵƺƏǸ� Ȓǔ� ��ɯǣɎǝټɀǣȇٻ ȸƺǕƏȸƳ� ɎȒ� Ȓɖȸ� ȸƺǼƏɎǣȒȇɀǝǣȵ�ɯǣɎǝ�ȇƏɎɖȸƺً�³ƬǝǣȸȸȅƏƬǝƺȸ�
drew a pƏȸƏǼǼƺǼ�ɎȒ�ȸƏƬǣɀȅِٻ�XɎ�ǣɀ�ȅȒȸƺ�ɎǝƏȇ�ɀǣȅȵǼɵ�ƫƏƳ�ƫƺǝƏɮǣȒȸ�Ȓȸ�ǣǕȇȒȸƏȇƬƺِ�XɎ�ǣɀ�ǝƏɎȸƺƳ�ƬȒȅǣȇǕ�ȒɖɎ�Ȓǔ�
the depth of our heart. Even if we could delete all racism in an instant, humans would just go on to 

ǣȇɮƺȇɎ�ɀȒȅƺ�ȒɎǝƺȸ�ƺɮǣǼ�ȒɖɎ�Ȓǔ�Ɏǝƺ�ƫǼɖƺًټ�ǝƺ�ƬȒȅȅƺȇɎƺƳِ�ªɖȒting Jesus, he stated that evil does not 

enter into man from the outside, but rather evil comes out of the heart of man and is then put into 

action (Matthew 15:17٫20).  

Schirrmacher stressed that humanity needs not just new rules and the correction of former 

ȅǣɀɎƏǸƺɀً�ƫɖɎ�Əٻ�ƬȒȇɮƺȸɀǣȒȇټ�ǣȇ�Ȓɖȸ�ǣȇȇƺȸȅȒɀɎ�ƫƺǣȇǕً�ɯǝǣƬǝ�ȒȇǼɵ�Ɏǝƺ�!ȸƺƏɎȒȸ�ƬƏȇ�ƺȇƏƫǼƺِ� �Áǝǣɀ�ɀǝȒɖǼƳٻ
not be seen as a cheap excuse, but an acknowledgement that changing away from envy, greed, 

gluttony and exploitation requires more than moral indignation against others and pointing fingers. 

It starts with our own critical self-ȸƺǔǼƺƬɎǣȒȇ�ƏȇƳ�ȸƺȵƺȇɎƏȇƬƺًټ�ǝƺ�ɀƏǣƳِ 
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